subset of patients (Sarpal, Argyelan, et al., 2015) . Through FC analysis, it may become 66 apparent that TRS patients possess differentially affected neurophysiology revealing 67 novel targets and providing further insight into TRS.
69
The symptoms of schizophrenia, particularly the positive symptoms, may be related to 70 aberrant activity in striatum, and striatal dopamine levels have been shown to be elevated 71 in schizophrenia (Fornito et al., 2013) . In striatal system, dopamine controls reward, goal 72 mediated behavior, anticipation of reward, and possibly salience acquisition (Haber & Knutson, 2010; Kapur, 2003) . In addition, dopamine is implicated in the default mode 74 network (DMN), which is essentially the restful state of the brain (Garrity et al., 2007) . dopamine is related to psychosis and thus makes a preferable target for treatment.
93
Using FC, data analysis can be used to identify disease specific changes (Fornito et al., Despite evidence suggesting network connectivity differences between treatment 127 responsive and TRS patients, there has yet to be a study directly comparing striatal 128 connectivity between the two subsets of schizophrenia patients using FC analysis. The 
